
Pledge for the use of a power-assisted bicycle 

User’s Name 

 

 

User’s 

Affiliation  

 

Term of stay 

(yy/mm/dd) 
/     /     ～      /     /      

E-mail  

Phone   

Lending Term  

(yy/mm/dd) 

□First time  

□from second time 
/   /   ～    /   /    

Host Teacher’s 

Name※ 

 

Host Teacher’s 

Affiliation※ 

 

 

To. National Institute for Fusion Science 

 

I hereby pledge to strictly comply with the following for the use of the NIFS power-assisted 

bicycle.  

 

User name：                       seal or Signature 

 

Director of Department (or host researcher, supervisor, etc.)※Fill out only for the first time 

     Affiliation ※：                 

    

Host researcher’s name※：               seal 

 

Host researcher’s extension number ※：        

       

１．I obey the traffic rules and ride the bicycle safely. 

２．I have charge of the bicycle with my self-responsibility. 

３．I buy a bicycle insurance to cover compensation for damages caused by a bicycle accident. 

４．The user should bear all compensation liability for damages caused by a bicycle accident. 

When you have an accident, please report to Visitor Center. 

５．The user should bear compensation liability for stolen, damaged, etc. of the bicycle except 

for minor damages. However, the user does not take a responsible for a flat tire, changing 

consumable supplies, etc. If there is something wrong with the bicycle, I report to Visitor 

Center.  

 

６．I surely park the bicycle only in the prescribed position. 

７．I keep to the return date. 

８．I return the key to Visitor Center after use.  

  If I cannot return the key by 5p.m. weekday, I return the key by 10a.m. the next day. If the 

next day is holiday or weekend, I return the key by 10a.m. the next business day. 

I return the bicycle in the prescribed position. 

９．I do not transfer or lend the bicycle and the key to others. 

Entry is unnecessary for columns with this mark “※”. 

 

 

 



※For use of person in charge at Visitor Center 

電動自転車キー引渡日 引 渡 者 名 本人確認 

  [] 

様式 1提出 保険確認 

[] [] 

 


